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Descriptive Summary
Title: Frances Ann Whitney Scrapbook,
Date (inclusive): ca. 1854-1867
Collection Number: Wyles SC 54
Collector: Whitney, Frances Ann
Extent: .1 linear feet (1 folder)
Repository: University of California, Santa Barbara. Library. Department of Special Collections
Santa Barbara, California 93106-9010
Physical Location: Vault
Language: English.
Access Restrictions
None.
Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to the Department of Special Collections, UCSB. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Special Collections. Permission for publication is given on behalf of the Department of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which also must be obtained.

Preferred Citation
Frances Ann Whitney Scrapbook. Wyles SC 54. Department of Special Collections, Davidson Library, University of California, Santa Barbara.

Acquisition Information
Undetermined.

Scope and Content of Collection
Scrapbook of Frances Ann Whitney, mainly clippings of poems, many from the Civil War era. Includes titles such as "I Would the War Were Over," "Tell Him I'm Ready," and "A Soldier's Poem." Includes poems by a number of women authors such as Caroline A. Briggs, Sarah Warner Brooks, Phoebe Cary, Lizzie Doten, Agatha Ernest, Meta Lander, Lucy Larcom, Florence Percy, Lydia H. Sigourney, and Elizabeth A. Thurston. [Boston ?], ca. 1854-1867.
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